HACKETT SUN22 COLLECTION
Quintessentially British, Hackett’s latest collection of SUN22 sunglass styles takes the Hackett man
seamlessly from work to play, while remaining effortlessly attired. Divided into three distinct design
tiers – Hackett London, Hackett Bespoke and Hackett Signature – the new, comprehensive SUN22
collection offers the perfect eyewear for discerningly stylish Hackett men during the warmer months.
Hackett London
Youthful and energetic, style HSK3340 is the perfect summer fit for the Hackett London man. A panto
eye shape is paired with a keyhole bridge for a classic and timeless silhouette. Displayed along the
temples of this horn acetate model is a newly designed logo plaque inspired by the brand’s partnership
with iconic luxury British sports car manufacturer, Aston Martin. As always with Hackett, both style
and comfort walk hand-in-hand, thus this design features flex hinges for added comfort. Inspired by
polo style graphics, the very ends of the temple tips are adorned by colour-pops of red, white, and
yellow signing off the design in style.
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Hackett Bespoke
From the Hackett Bespoke SUN22 release, HSB916 is a striking statement style for the summer
season. This 1980’s retro-inspired racing style features a sophisticated metal and acetate construction
with an oversized tear drop front, adding the perfect athleisure nod. Adding a further bespoke,
premium element, and a reflection of the quality of Hackett’s bespoke tailoring, the metal parts of the
structure feature a laser etched ‘H’ pattern. This model also showcases a newly designed temple, the
perfect mix of acetate and metal. Crafted in acetate, the upper part of the temples connect to the
matching acetate temple tips via a slim piece of metal. Functionality meets form in this model, as the
lenses showcase an anti-reflecting blue coating to aid all sporting adventures. This style is available in
a sophisticated Matt Black option with brown lenses.
For Hackett enthusiasts, HSB915 is the perfect style featuring a healthy dose of Hackett branding
throughout the design. The front of the model features a metal top bar for a retro feel, engraved with
a Hackett logo which is visible from the top, and paired with a lightweight Windsor rim construction.
The wide-to-slim metal temples bear the signature ‘H in the box’ logo with a laser etched ‘H’ pattern
for an elevated embossed look. Presented in a masculine Shiny Gun colourway, this is a style that
easily slips into your summer wardrobe and works perfectly with elegant tailoring as well as more
dressed-down casualwear.
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Hackett Signature
The premium Hackett Signature SUN22 range offers a selection of styles speaking to the refined
Hackett gentleman with impeccable taste, and designed to elevate every classic men’s summer outfit.
Crafted from the finest of materials and featuring bespoke design elements, all Hackett Signature
sunglass styles feature best-in-class Zeiss lenses which are also available in its optical counterparts.
An oversized frame, HJP802 has a distinctly sporty aesthetic and is crafted from premium Japanese
acetate. This lightweight model features a tortoiseshell lamination on the double bridge and on the
temples, extending into the end tips in the same colour as the top bar. Further enriching the temples,
a metal plaque bearing the eponymous ‘JPH' initials of Hackett founder, Jeremy Hackett, adds panache
to the design.
With its sophisticated circular panto shape, HJP803 has a slim titanium front topped with a textured
double bridge and features titanium nose pads for strength and durability. An engraved pattern is

stamped into the premium engineered temples and temple tips with the most subtle of signatures
placed on the hinges.
Luxurious style HJP804 is expertly crafted in Japanese acetate with a vibrant horn-effect pattern for
the ultimate sophisticated gentlemen’s accessory .This timeless design showcases a classic panto front
and keyhole bridge paired with thick temples featuring the gold signature ‘JPH' logo engraved on either
side.
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